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Abstract
Accurately describing the contents of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) results is vital to both
research and clinical analysis of genomic data. Genomics and medicine use different, often
incompatible terminologies and standards to describe sequence variants and their functional effects.
This creates an information bottleneck that prevents efficient translation of genome scale nextgeneration sequence (NGS) information into the clinic. While the Variant Call Format (VCF) has
met some of these challenges, with regards to describing the results of variant calling pipelines, it
lacks the structure needed for detailed annotation of the consequences of sequence alterations. To
incorporate genomic results into electronic health records (EHR), the results must also be defined in
ways that are compatible with existing medical informatics systems. The Genome Variation Format
(GVF) is an extension of the existing genome annotation format GFF3, which uses ontologies to
capture the semantic nature of the information on sequence features. GVF uses the Sequence
Ontology (SO) to define the type of sequence alteration, the genomic features that are changed and
the effect of the change. We have extended and remodeled the Sequence Ontology to include and
define more terms that describe the consequence of a variant upon genomic features in support of
the Ensemble variation databases. GVF represents genome annotations for clinical applications
using existing EHR standards as defined by the international standards consortium: Health Level 7.
This means that GVF can describe the information that defines genetic tests, allowing seamless
incorporation of genomic data into pre-existing EHR systems. Here we demonstrate the power of
GVF to describe, to exchange, and to empower clinical interpretation of personal genome data
through an extension of the GVF specification is called GVFClin. The Sequence Ontology Project
maintains and updates the specification and provides the underlying structure that describes
sequence features, sequence alterations and variant effects and their relationships to each other. The
specification is available on the web at http://www.sequenceontology.org/resources/gvfclin.html.
Background
Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have provided an enormous expansion in our
understanding of the landscape of genetic variation [1, 2] as well as the impact of that variation on
human health [3–5]. These datasets create a significant burden in computational analysis and data
storage, but established work-flows for analysis are emerging [6] and well established data formats
exist for each stage of the process. The original base calls from the sequencer are converted to
FASTQ files [7] that contain the sequence data; the SAM format [8] captures the alignment of the
sequence to a reference genome and the Variant Call Format [9] has become widely adopted by
variant calling tools to report variants and the information needed to call them. However, knowing
the type and genomic location of a sequence change is just the first step in understanding it’s clinical
or biological consequences. Variant annotation then begins the process of adding additional
knowledge about the structural and functional consequences of those variants through their impacts
on other sequences features and ultimately on phenotype.
In the context of medicine, variant data must flow smoothly and reliably from the sequencer to the
physician and formidable barriers currently exist to this flow of information. Significant efforts
have been undertaken to standardize the description of genetic variants [10, 11] and the HGVS
nomenclature has done much to unify the notation of clinical variants in the literature. NGS

sequencing is providing a wealth of new information about the types of genetic variants that exist
[12] and the types of features that those variants impact [13] and thus ad hoc descriptions of variants
and their effects persist. There is a need for a file format that provides the structure necessary not
only to describe sequence variants, but also to bridge the gap between genomics and medicine by
providing the structure necessary to capture clinically relevant variant data in a format compatible
with EHR standards.
The Genome Variation Format (GVF) [14] is a variant file format for the detailed annotation of
genetic variation. GVF is a community supported format that uses established ontologies such as the
Sequence Ontology [15] to describe the variant data. GVF does not replace existing variant
nomenclature systems such as HGVS [16] and ISCN [17] that provide effective ways to
unambiguously describe individual variants in the literature. GVF provides the infrastructure to
support inclusion of these nomenclatures along with detailed variant annotation in a format capable
of supporting genome scale variant data. GVF is used in the community for exchange of variant
annotations (Ensembl: ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-67/variation/gvf/ and
dbVar:
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pub/dbVar/data/Homo_sapiens/by_assembly/NCBI36/gvf/)
and
is
compatible with existing GFF3 software [18, 19] as well as emerging domain specific tools [20, 21].

Figure 1. An example GVF file showing a single variant annotation
Implementation
Structurally, GVF is a text based, tab-delimited format modeled on the existing and widely adopted
Generic Feature Format - GFF3. GVF describes both file-wide meta data through the use of
pragmas, as well as detailed information about individual variants. A very simple GVF file with a
single variant is shown in Figure 1. The first 4 lines contain file wide directives while the fifth line
describes an SNV on chromosome 16. Here, the reference sequence is C, with a heterozygous
variant genotype of T,C. The variant causes a missense_variant in the intersecting mRNA. The SO
is used three times to type this annotation; the sequence alteration (SNV), the effect
(nonsynonymous_codon) and the intersected feature (mRNA).
Describing sequence alterations and their consequences
Sequence alterations are the changes observed in biological sequence when compared to a reference
genome. In the SO there are 30 kinds of sequence _alteration ranging from very general types such
as substitution to very specific types such as purine_to_pyrimidine_transversion. The relationships
defined by the ontology allow users and software to infer more general terms from more specific
ones - for example a purine_to_pyrimidine_transversion is a SNV. Figure 2 shows a summary of the
most general sequence_alteration terms. The consequence of such alterations fall into two classes:
functional variants and structural variants. Annotating functional variants requires a deep

understanding of the underlying biology, while annotations of structural variants can typically be
inferred from the reference genome and other genomic features that intersect the variant. The
Ensembl Variation group has worked with the SO to produce a classification of the variants found in
their database that will allow their users to effectively search variants and their effects.

Figure 2. The main subtypes of the term sequence_alteration from the Sequence Ontology.
In the SO the sequence alteration and the effects of the alteration are separated in the ontology, and
in the annotation. For example, historically a small deletion may be referred to as a microindel,
where as a much larger deletion might be described as a copy number variant (CNV). In the SO
however a single term, deletion, is used to describe all instances where a region of sequence is
removed. The kinds of sequence_alteration are shown in Figure 2. The effect of the deletion on the
structure of the genome is either a kind of feature_variant where by the internals of the feature such
as an exon are changed, or a feature_ablation where a region comprising one or more features is
removed. Thus the effect of a small deletion is annotated using the appropriate child of
feature_variant such as frameshift_truncation and the effect of large deletions are annotated with the
appropriate child term of feature_ablation such as transcript_ablation. Sequence_variant and child
terms that categorize the effect of a sequence alteration are depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The subtypes of the term sequence_variant in the Sequence Ontology highlighting the
kinds of structural_variants. Structural variants are sequence alterations that change the structure
of one or more features. Not all subtypes are shown
The majority of the sequence alterations annotated by the EBI group cause feature_variants. These
feature variants are shown in Figure 4, where the terms used in EBI annotations are highlighted in
blue. There are four main subtypes: upstream_gene_variant, downstream_gene_variant,
gene_variant and regulatory_region_variant. Of these terms, gene_variant has 77 direct and
indirect subtypes and includes most of the terms that describe structural sequence variants caused by
substitutions and small inserts and deletions. This portion of the Sequence Ontology contains terms
with multiple parents, to allow for effective querying of the annotations. For example, the term

stop_retained_variant is both a synonymous_variant and a terminator_codon_variant. Users are
thus able to query the Ensembl databases for all terminator codon variants or all synonymous
variants. Variant genome annotations for 19 organisms, typed using SO and available in GVF are
available within the Ensembl databases (http://www.ensembl.org/) and for download
(ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-67/variation/gvf/).

Figure 4. Subtypes of the Sequence Ontology term feature_variant. Feature variants result from
sequence alterations that change the of sequence features such as exons and regulatory regions.
The terms used in Ensembl annotations are highlighted in blue and defined at
http://www.ensembl.org/info/docs/variation/predicted_data.html.
Electronic health record compliant data with GVFClin
GVF was initially developed for exchange of variant annotations in personal genomes. To empower
clinical use of personal genomic data we have specified the format to adhere to existing EHR
standards defined by the HL7 (http://www.hl7.org) clinical genomics working group including
LOINC® (http://www.loinc.org), and the SNOMED [22], RxNorm [23] and HGVS [24]
vocabularies and nomenclature. Use of Locus Reference Genomic (LRG) [25] sequences provide a
stable genomic sequence reference set within these standards which stabilizes the description of
variants relative to permanent sequence feature coordinates. We have added 14 additional attributes
(Table 1) to support annotation of clinical variants and refer to this extension of the standard as
GVFClin. The extensions which define a GVFClin document may be found online at
http://www.sequenceontology.org/resources/gvfclin.html.
Table 1. Examples of attributes added to the GVFClin specification for the clinical annotation of
variants.

Attribute

Definition and example

Clin_gene

HGNC [26] gene identifier set by the Human Genome Organization Nomenclature
Committee.
Clin_gene=HEXA;

Clin_genomic_reference

The NCBI RefSeq accession.version for the genomic sequence that the
sequence_alteration is located. This is an NC_ style sequence ID for a chromosome.
Clin_genomic_reference=NC_000001.9;

Clin_transcript

An NCBI RefSeq or LRG transcript accession.version. LRG accessions do not
contain versions.
Clin_transcript=NM_003482.3;

Clin_variant_id

A dbSNP rs number for the sequence_alteration.
Clin_variant_id=rs35731153;

Clin_HGVS_DNA

A valid HGVS nomenclature description of the sequence_alteration at the DNA
level.
Clin_HGVS_DNA=NC_000016.9:g.23360165C>G;

Clin_HGVS_protein

A valid HGVS nomenclature description of the sequence_alteration at the DNA
level.
Clin_HGVS_protein=NP_001128727.1:p.Val209Ile;

Clin_disease_interpret

An interpretation of the pathogenicity of a the given sequence_alteration with
regards to the assessed disease. With values constrained by the answer list
associated with the LOINC code 53037-8. Positive, Negative, Inconclusive, Failure
Clin_disease_interpret=Positive;

Clin_drug_metabolism_interpret

An interpretation of the metabolism rate due to a given sequence_alteration with
regards to the assessed drug. With values constrained by the answer list associated
with this LOINC code 53040-2. Ultrarapid metabolizer, Extensive metabolizer,
Intermediate metabolizer, Poor metabolizer
Clin_disease_interpret=Ultrarapid metabolizer;

Clin_drug_efficacy_interpret

An interpretation of the efficacy of a drug, due to the sequence_alteration. With
values constrained by the answer list associated with this LOINC code 51961-1.
Resistant, Responsive, Presumed resistant, Presumed responsive, Unknown
Significance, Benign, Presumed Benign, Presumed non-responsive
Clin_drug_efficacy_interpret=non-responsive;

Conclusions
Next generation sequencing technologies have provided unprecedented opportunities for low cost
and large-scale analysis of human genetic variation and it’s consequences. The ability of the
emerging field of personal genomics to provide genome wide information on genetic variation for
an individual promises more accurate and effective health care. The ability to deliver on this
promise is currently hampered by the inability of existing formats to annotate genome scale genetic
variation data in a way that is compatible with EHRs. The Genome Variation Format builds on an
established genome annotation standard, with additional structure for describing the genetic
variation in personal genomes.
GVFClin provides and additional layer of constraints designed to make compliant documents
readily interpretable in a clinical context compatible with EHR standards. The terms used by GVF
and GVFClin to describe sequence alterations, their effects and the affected sequence features are
constrained by the Sequence Ontology through an open community supported process.
The
Vertebrate Genomics group at the EBI and the dbVar group at the NCBI have adopted GVF for

distribution of genetic variation data. In addition to the existing software tools that support GFF3
format (and thus by extension support the fully compatible GVF format), domain specific software
tools have been published which natively support GVF files.
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